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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 AAH Planning Consultants have been commissioned to undertake a Flood Risk and Surface 

Water Assessment (FRA) of an outline planning application to erect a residential development 

on land to the south of the A162 public highway in Sherburn in Elmet. Due to the outline 

nature of the proposal, neither the number of dwellings nor the layout of the site are fixed; 

however, at this stage the illustrated proposals are indicative of the most developed scenario. 

1.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) “Meeting the challenge of climate change, 

flooding and coastal change” identifies that Flood Risk Assessments should be conducted for 

new developments proposed on the floodplains of rivers, sites potentially subject to coastal 

flooding, for developments of one hectare in size and above; or sites located within a 

designated critical drainage area. 

1.3 The aforementioned site predominantly in an area classified by the Environment Agency as 

fluvial Flood Zone 2, an area with a ‘medium’ probability of flooding by rivers. The western 

site extents adjacent Springfield Road are Flood Zone 1, the low flood risk zone. The area of 

the planning application site is approximately 6.1ha, of which circa 4.5ha is Flood Zone 2. 

1.4 The site lies within the administrative area of Selby District Council (SDC) Local Planning 

Authority. North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) is the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) and 

Yorkshire Water the Drainage Undertaker. Selby Area Internal Drainage Board (IDB) manage 

the network of land drains which operate around the site. Table 2 of the National Planning 

Policy Framework ‘Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification’ identifies the existing open arable 

land of the site as ‘water compatible’. The residential land use proposed (Use Class C3) is 

‘more vulnerable’ to flooding. The development would see an increase in flood risk 

vulnerability of the site.  

1.5 This report concludes that the proposed development would not flood under design fluvial 

(rivers) or tidal flood conditions whilst the risk of pluvial, reservoir and groundwater flooding 

is low. Areas to be used as open recreation space also serve a dual purpose as the accomodate 

open sustainable drainage systems (SuDS). It is anticipated that surface water from the 

proposed development would discharge at greenfield runoff rate in to a local ordinary 

watercourse (non-main river), Bishop Dike, with flow attenuated and stored within a custom 

balancing pond and swales.  
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2.0 The Site as Existing 

2.1 The site comprises a circa 6.1 hectare parcel of land located south of the A162 and east of 

Springfield Road on the northeast extents of the settlement of Sherburn in Elmet in North 

Yorkshire, approximately 10 kilometres (km) to the northwest of the principle town within the 

district of Selby.  

2.2 The site is an irregular shaped plot comprising a single agricultural field used entirely for arable 

purposes. More specifically, the site lies to the rear of residential properties located at the 

northeast end of Springfield Road, with these properties flanking approximately 60% of the 

western site boundary with a land drainage ditch running along this area. To the east is the 

course of Bishop Dike, an ordinary watercourse which flanks the entire eastern site boundary, 

a single track road known as Hodgsons Lane which runs parallel to this dike, and subsequently 

open land. Open arable land also flanks the remaining 40% of the western site boundary and 

land to the south of the plot. The northern site boundary is flanked by a small land drain and 

subsequently the course of the A162 public highway. 

2.3 A site level survey was undertaken by Dryden Wilkinson Partnership Architectural Design 

Consultants Building Surveyors in June 2015 around periphery areas of the site with the main 

field body occupied by a crop. The survey shows that in general terms there is a fall of the plot 

to the east towards the course of Bishop Dike. It is probable that within the field there will be 

slight undulations. The peak elevation of the site is in the order of 9.1metres above Ordnance 

Datum (m AOD) on the northwest corner of the site, with the low point 7.8m AOD on the 

southern site extents. The northeast tip of the site is occupied by a wetland area which is 

approximately 1m lower than site level.  

2.4 In planning terms, the plot does not have an existing class use and is most akin to open arable 

land. Table 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework online matrix entitled ‘Flood Risk 

Vulnerability Classification’ identifies the existing open land on the site as ‘water compatible’. 

2.5 There is no evidence of drainage infrastructure on the site; however, it is quite possible that 

some subterranean field drains will exist and outfall in to Bishop Dike or the surrounding land 

drains. The site would currently have an entirely greenfield runoff characteristic. 

2.6 The existing site plan including periphery site levels is included in Appendix A of this report. 
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3.0 The Development Proposal 

3.1 The outline planning application seeks to obtain consent for a new residential development 

across the existing undeveloped site. Due to the indicative nature of the outline consent 

applied for, the finite number of built units and their design character is not fixed. It is 

anticipated that the illustrative proposals contained in Appendix B would be a maximum and 

that houses would be a mixture of detached, semi-detached and terraced units.  

3.2 Due to the site layout at this stage remaining unfixed, the developed area of the site remains 

unknown, however, it is anticipated that this would equated to roughly 30% of the plot area 

with this comprising dwellings and hardstanding in similar proportions. The remaining 70% of 

the site would be formed by soft landscaping of which a proportion may comprise above 

ground Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) where these are viable. 

3.3 A new primary access point will be created to the east of the site, crossing Bishops Dike and 

rerouting Hodgson’s lane to a roundabout junction with the A162. The internal roadway would 

connect to all of the proposed dwellings on the site, but it is unknown at this stage whether 

roadways will be adopted or maintained as private highway, this will almost certainly be the 

former. Pedestrian access is from the western site boundary via public footpaths which lead 

to Sherburn in Elmet. Parking areas will comprise private hardstanding within individual plots. 

3.4 It is anticipated that surface water drainage associated with the site would comprise SuDS. 

SuDS infrastructure could take several forms with use of one or a combination of wider ‘site 

control’ below ground storage areas, or above ground SuDS such as ponds and swales. Spatial 

provisions have initially been made in the design for substantial above ground SuDS on 

communal open space within the site; however, this may alter with the requirements of the 

Local Planning Authority, design team or other interested bodies at the approval of reserved 

matters stage. An initial investigation in to the use of green SuDS suggests that their provision 

would be viable with an outfall to Bishop Dike. An initial drainage layout is shown in Appendix 

D of this report.  

3.5 Table 2 of the NPPF online matrix ‘Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification’ identifies that the 

residential land use (C3) is ‘more vulnerable’ to flooding and therefore the development 

would see an increase in flood risk vulnerability of the site. 
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4.0 Fluvial/Tidal Flood Risk 

4.1 The EA’s online flood map for planning shows that the majority of the site lies within an area 

strategically classified as Flood Zone 2, this zone has an annual exceedance (AEP) probability 

of flooding from rivers between 0.1% and 1.0% and/or 0.1% and 0.5% from tidal flooding. 

Western areas of the site lie within Flood Zone 1, the low flood risk area which has an annual 

risk of flooding from fluvial (rivers) and tidal sources less than 0.1% on in any given year.  

4.2 Bishop Dike is an ordinary watercourse (non-main river) which flanks the eastern site 

boundary and the source of flood risk cited by the flood map. The watercourse is a tributary 

of the River Ouse, which it joins within the settlement of Cawood 7.9km northeast of the site. 

Bishop Dike becomes a designated ‘main river’ 0.1km south of the southeast corner of the 

plot. The course of Bishop Dike is not tidal adjacent to the proposal site. 

4.3 The mapped flood zone appears to be associated directly with high fluvial flows within Bishop 

Dike but is also close to the very extent of the River Ouse extreme tidal floodplain. No raised 

flood defences exist adjacent to the course of Bishop Dike to mitigate the effects fluvial 

flooding from this watercourse, although it is set within a deep channel which affords 

significant freeboard between mean water level and bank top. An excerpt from the EA flood 

map for planning is shown below for illustrative purposes: 

Environment Agency Flood Map 

 

 

 

4.4 The NPPF identifies that ‘more vulnerable’ residential developments are an appropriate 

principle in areas of Flood Zone 1. In Flood Zone 2 residential developments are acceptable 
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where the sequential test demonstrates that there are no alternative ‘reasonably available’ 

sites to accommodate equivalent development within a lower flood risk zone. This report 

should be read in conjunction with the Sequential Test also by AAH Planning Consultants. 

4.5 EA Standing Advice for ‘More Vulnerable’ development in Flood Zone 2 states that it is 

necessary for “Ground floor levels to be set at a minimum of whichever is the higher of:  

 300millimetres (mm) above the general ground level of the site 

 600mm above the estimated river or sea flood level”. 

4.6 The flood map at the site location is based upon generic national flood mapping techniques 

and as such there is no published flood level information available for Bishop Dike adjacent to 

the site. By projecting the flood zone 2 outline which covers the site, areas of flood zone 2 are 

shown to reach ground with an elevation between 8.03 and 8.28m AOD. 

4.7 The closest hydraulic modelling which has been undertaken for Bishop Dike begins within the 

main river reaches adjacent to the junction between Hodgson’s Lane and Moor Lane. The level 

of the floodplain at the most upstream flood model node reference 12213_Model_SELB223 

and the site are reasonably similar which in turn will mean that the natural flood level of 

Bishop Dike adjacent to the site will be similar (albeit slightly higher on site) at both locations. 

4.8 The published flood level data at node 12213_Model_SELB223 show 7.77m AOD and 8.35m 

AOD for the 1% and 0.1% AEP flood return periods which are used to form areas of flood zone 

3 and 2 respectively. When projected across the site, the 1 in 1000 modelled flood level 

encompasses larger areas of the site than the published flood map outline. The 1 in 100 flood 

level does not exceed bank top level and as such would be expected to remain in channel, this 

corroborates the classification of the site as flood zone 2. 

4.9 A ‘future’ flood level of 7.89m AOD is shown at Bishop Dike node 12213_Model_SELB223, this 

considers the 1 in 100 flood return period with the addition of 20% to fluvial flow to simulate 

the effects of climate change over the lifetime of the development. The generic 20% increase 

in flow is in line with recent Local and National planning policy. Although local planning policy 

has not changed in this regard, national planning policy now provides more focussed 

estimates climate change effect on distinct river basin catchments across England.  
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4.10 In the Humber river basin flood zone 2, more vulnerable development to flooding as proposed 

should use +20% and +30% climate change allowances. To represent the +20% central climate 

change it is possible to use the existing 1% AEP plus climate change flood level of 7.89m AOD. 

The soffit level of the bridge used for site access should be no lower than 7.89m AOD.  

4.11 To represent the +30% flow climate change scenario which is used for building design 

purposes, consideration is given to the 0.1% AEP flood flow and associated 8.35m AOD level 

data. At node reference 12213_Model_SELB223, the peak flow for the 1% AEP flood event is 

0.59 cubic metres per second (m3/s). Fluvial flood flows for the 0.1% flood event increase to 

1.32 m3/s which represents a 124% increase in flow. The 0.1% AEP flood level would 

substantially exceed the 1% AEP+30% climate change flood level.  

4.12 The ground floor threshold level of proposed dwellings should be elevated by 0.3m above 

surrounding ground level, or 8.49m AOD, whichever is greatest. The proposed finished floor 

level exceeds the 1% AEP+ 20% flood level by 0.6m and the 0.1% AEP flood level by 0.14m.  

4.13 Although it appears that the design flow of Bishop Dike adjacent to the site would remain in 

channel, it is acknowledged that the 1% AEP+20% flood level of 7.89m AOD lies 0.11m above 

low area of 7.78m AOD shown by survey along the site boundaries. With the assumption of a 

head of flood water lying 0.11mm above site level, flood hazard ratings have been calculated, 

these are numerical values which define how dangerous flood water is to people. The flood 

hazard calculation procedure is outlined within DEFRA and EA research document FD2320 

‘Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Developments’ and is expressed as follows: 

HR = d x (v + 0.5) + DF 

Where;  HR = (flood) hazard rating; 
 d = depth of flooding (m); 

  v = velocity of floodwaters (m/sec). 
  DF = debris factor 

4.14 In accordance with the FD2320 calculation procedure, assuming a 0.5m/s flow velocity (see 

Paragraph 22.7.1 ‘Determining the Flood Hazard’ of FD2320) and a debris factor of 0 (urban 

area with depths less than 0.25m), a flood hazard rating of 0.11 considered to be ‘very low 

hazard’ would exist on the lowest surveyed areas of the site. Areas of ‘very low hazard’ under 

design flood conditions are considered to be wet but passable by foot and car. For indicative 

purposes, slow flowing water with a depth of less than 0.25m is passable by foot. 
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5.0 Pluvial Flood Risk 

5.1 The EA flood map for Surface Water divides England and Wales in to areas with a very low, 

low, medium and high risk of surface water flooding. ‘Very low’ means that each year this area 

has a chance of flooding of less than 1 in 1000 (0.1%). ‘Low’ means that each year this area 

has a chance of flooding of between 1 in 1000 (0.1%) and 1 in 100 (1%), ‘Medium’ means that 

each year this area has a chance of flooding of between 1 in 100 (1%) and 1 in 30 (3.3%) and 

‘High’ means that each year this area has a chance of flooding of greater than 1 in 30 (3.3%).   

5.2 Due to the low resolution of the EA flood map for Surface Water, it is not possible to accurately 

describe the extents of the denoted flood outlines in detail. In addition to this, it is also noted 

that this resource has significant inaccuracies due to the course nature of the topographic 

data upon which it is based. In general terms, the surface water flood map alone should not 

be used to assess flood risk on an individual site basis.  

5.3 When used to consider catchment wide surface water flows (which will also be indicative of 

catchment wide pluvial flow), the surface water flood map does comprise a useful tool in 

determining the generalised flood risk to an area. An excerpt from the EA flood map for 

Surface Water is included below: 

Environment Agency Flood Map for Surface Water; Extent 
 

 

 

5.4 The flood map for surface water shows that the majority of the plot is identified as an area 

with a ‘very low’ risk of flooding by surface water. Exceptions to the ‘very low’ risk zoning on 
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the site exist on the southeast corner of the plot, its eastern extents and along the course of 

the land drain on the northern site boundary.  

5.5 In the most severe modelled rainfall scenario with the ‘low’ probability of occurrence (return 

period of between 1 in 1000 (0.1%) and 1 in 100 (1%)) the depth of flooding is shown by the 

surface water depth maps (below) to be below 300mm in the ‘low’ risk areas with the 

exception of the existing wetland area which would remain undeveloped by the proposal.  

Environment Agency Flood Map for Surface Water; Depth Map; Low Probability 
 

 

 

5.6 In the same low probability rainfall scenario, surface water velocities are shown to be 

predominantly below 0.25m/s with the direction of flow away from the proposed 

development towards Bishop Dyke and land to the south of the site. 

Environment Agency Flood Map for Surface Water; Velocity Map; Low Probability 
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5.7 With only periphery site level information available at the time of assessment it is not possible 

to discuss further any localised features within the plot which may collect, focus or distribute 

existing overland flow which may cross the site. It is noted that in the post development 

scenario the creation of periphery swales will serve to contain surface water and delay its flow 

in to the surrounding land drainage network.  

5.8 Based upon an appraisal of published surface water flood risk mapping data and site 

information relating to the proposed development, the risk of flooding from surface water to 

the proposed development site is considered as a low residual risk. 

6.0 Groundwater Flood Risk 

6.1 Groundwater flooding is most commonly caused by rainfall which causes the groundwater 

table beneath a site to rise and to eventually exceed ground level. Groundwater flooding can 

also occur where the water table is sufficiently close to the site surface that it inundates 

subterranean development. Like other sources of flooding, groundwater will be affected by 

increased rainfall attributable to climate change. The Selby District Council Level 1 SFRA states 

that no incidents of groundwater flooding have been reported within the district. The lack of 

historical groundwater flooding data does not mean that there have been no instances of 

groundwater flooding, just that there are no reports of such an occurrence. 

6.2 A desktop survey of mapped geological records has been undertaken as part of the Flood Risk 

Assessment process. The Superficial Deposits of the site are shown to comprise a 

Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine Formation, formed by clay and silt. The solid geology is that 

of a Brotherton Formation, sedimentary bedrock formed by Limestone. The British Geological 

Survey Hydrogeology maps classify the site bedrock as a ‘Low Productivity Aquifer’ which 

suggests their low permeability. 

6.3 The nearest British Geological Survey published borehole record to the site is BGS borehole 

ID: 118536: Reference: SE53SW259 located on the low wetland area of the plot on its 

northeast corner. This record shows a thin layer of top soil, with underlying clay. A band of 

sand exists at approximately 5.5m below ground level, but clay completes the borehole to its 

study depth of 9.5m. The bedrock of the site is not reached by this borehole. 
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6.4 Due to the low permeability of the site strata, these would not be conducive with significant 

storage or conveyance of groundwater and as such sufficient groundwater emergence to 

cause flooding would be unlikely to occur on this site. The impermeable surface layers would 

act as an aquiclude to groundwater within the more permeable underlying sand layer. 

6.5 With a general fall of the plot to the east, any minor volumes of emergent groundwater would 

be shed towards the land drainage network. Based upon an appraisal of published geological 

data and site information relating to the proposed development, the risk of flooding to the 

proposed development site from groundwater is considered as a low residual risk. 

7.0 Artificial Watercourse flood risk 

7.1 In terms of the probability of occurrence, the Environment Agency acknowledge that reservoir 

flooding is extremely unlikely to happen. There has been no loss of life in the UK from reservoir 

flooding since 1925 with all large reservoirs inspected and supervised by reservoir panel 

engineers. As the enforcement authority for the Reservoirs Act 1975 in England, the 

Environment Agency ensures that reservoirs are inspected regularly and essential safety work 

is carried out. Although the risk of reservoir flooding in general terms is a low annual 

probability risk, in the scenario of its occurrence its affects can be severe and wide reaching. 

7.2 The EA ‘Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs’ map indicates that none of the proposal site or 

surrounding area is located within the maximum extent of flooding from this perspective. An 

excerpt of the Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs map is provided below: 

Environment Agency Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs Map 
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8.0 Surface Water Drainage 

8.1 Although the site layout is at this stage not fixed, the sustainable management surface water 

remains a fundamental component of the outline planning consideration. The proposed 

development should not increase and where possible reduce the risk of flooding to 

downstream properties. In accordance with the sustainable hierarchy contained in the NPPF 

preference would be for source control of runoff via infiltration systems, then discharge to an 

open watercourse, a surface water sewer or a combined sewer - in that order of preference. 

8.2 Section 8 of the North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) SuDS Design Guidance states that for 

outline planning applications, the following information requirements apply to ensure a 

satisfactory consultation by NYCC as the Lead Local Flood Authority: 

 Runoff Destinations  

 Flood Risk  

 Peak Flow Control  

 Volume Control  

 Pollution Control  

 Designing for Exceedence 

 Highway Drainage  

 Climate Change 

 Urban Creep  

 Maintenance 

Runoff Destinations  

8.3 As discussed within Section 6 of this report, a desktop survey of mapped geological records 

has been undertaken as part of the Flood Risk Assessment process. The Superficial Deposits 

of the site are shown to comprise a Hemingbrough Glaciolacustrine Formation formed by clay 

and silt. This published geology is verified by an onsite borehole record. 

8.4 Due to the low permeability of the site geology, it would not be conducive with the use of 

infiltration reliant SuDS and as such consideration is given to the next most sustainable option 

for surface water disposal, discharge to an open watercourse, which in this instance would be 

Bishop Dike or the land drainage network. 
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8.5 Although the sole use of infiltration systems would not be appropriate due to soil 

impermeability, the use of ‘open SuDS’ would allow for limited infiltration of surface water 

from the proposed development, however any benefit derived from this perspective is not 

factored in to outline drainage strategy calculations. 

8.6 It is proposed that surface water attenuation systems will be used to delay the discharge of 

rainfall in to Bishop Dike. Conveyance of surface water would initially be via conventional 

pipes below street level, and subsequently a series of swales which would run across the site 

on open green space.  

8.7 It is probable that dedicated control structures would be used close to the two separate 

outfalls in to Bishop Dike (one via an existing land drain) and these are likely to take the form 

of a ‘Hydrobrake’ type vortex flow control device or an orifice chamber. Storm water flow 

from the development which backs up behind said flow control device would be stored in a 

balancing pond and swales. An indicative drainage plan is overlain on the proposed 

development plan in Appendix D; however this layout will be subject to change with evolution 

of the proposed site layout throughout the planning process. 

8.8 Although it is known that the outfalls of the proposed SuDS system will lie on the western 

bank of Bishop Dike at the eastern site limits, at this stage it is has not been agreed where the 

proposed outfall structures will be placed. It is probable that this will lie roughly central, 

adjacent to the balancing pond and on the southeast corner of the plot in an existing land 

drain leading towards Bishop Dike. 

8.9 Because the proposal will place no reliance on infiltration SuDS, and with any limited benefit 

from infiltration not factored in to design calculations, percolation testing and calculation of 

subsequent infiltration coefficients have not been undertaken. 

Flood Risk  

8.10 To reduce the risk of flooding caused as a result of development indicative SuDS design criteria 

have been set to achieve a design standard sufficient to contain rainfall with a 1% AEP taking 

in to account 30% increased rainfall intensities attributable to climate change. Failure of 

drainage infrastructure has also been considered with overland flow route provisions made 

throughout the development as a contingency measure.  
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Peak Flow Control  

8.11 In line with Selby Internal Drainage Board requirements, the limiting rate of surface water 

discharge from the proposed development would be equivalent to 1.4 litres per second, per 

hectare (l/s/ha). The site is approximately 6.1 hectares (ha) in plan area, meaning that the 

allowable rate for discharge from the proposed site surface water attenuation system would 

be 8.5 litres per second from all areas within the planning red line boundary. Approximately 

0.8ha would comprise open space leaving the housing estate 5.3ha. Within the site it is 

probable that there would be two outfalls the first serving 3.3ha with 1.0ha developed area 

(catchment 1) and the second serving 2.0ha with circa 0.6ha of developed area (catchment 2). 

The associated discharge rates would be 1.40l/s and 0.85l/s. 

8.12 A low limiting discharge rate of 5.0l/s from each outfall may be required by Yorkshire Water 

for them to adopt surface water drainage infrastructure associated with the site. The Institute 

of Hydrology Report 124 Flood Studies report shows that a limiting discharge rate of 5.0L/S 

which would relate to 5.0l/s/ha for the 1.0ha catchment and 8.3l/s/ha for the 0.6ha catchment 

would each fall below the calculated 1 in 100 year return period greenfield runoff rate which 

is 8.5l/s/ha. 

8.13  In their consultation response dated 13/12/2016 the Selby Area Internal Drainage Board has 

stated that site discharge should be restricted to a rate equivalent to 1.4l/s/ha or calculated 

greenfield runoff rate and as such both calculated greenfield runoff rates remain compliant. 

8.14 As a means of providing precautionary surface water storage estimates, consideration is given 

to the lower limiting discharge rates from the site which equate to 1.4l/s/ha. A larger limiting 

discharge rate which may arise with Yorkshire Water adoption requirements would reduce 

the necessary storage provisions on the site, without affecting site layout. 

8.15 With the assumption of the above developed catchments and 1.4l/s/ha limiting discharge 

rates, indicative storm water storage calculations undertaken using the Master Drain Surface 

Water Drainage software imply that circa 713m3 storage would be required for catchment 1 

and 429m3 for catchment 2 in the design rainfall event, which is that with a 1% AEP factoring 

in a 30% increase in rainfall intensities which will occur over the lifetime of the development 

attributable to climate change.  
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8.16 All storage from catchment 1 would be provided within the proposed balancing pond fed by 

two swales each serving their own sub catchment, whilst storage within catchment 2 would 

be within a swale along the southern site boundary. 

8.17 At the outline planning stage, the surface water drainage advice contained in this report is 

conceptual and used as a means to demonstrate that the sustainable drainage of the site is 

achievable in principle. Therefore, although it is anticipated that the general concepts 

contained in the surface water drainage strategy section of this report will be adhered to and 

comply with current best practice, the finite detail may be subject to change dependent upon 

the final drainage design, which should be conditioned on the approved planning decision 

notice and undertaken prior to commencement on the site. 

Volume Control  

8.18 Although there are limited opportunities for infiltration, at the reserved matters application 

stage it may be possible for volume control lead SuDS such as tree pits and rain gardens to be 

dispersed throughout the development. Furthermore, green SuDS provisions used for storm 

water storage could be split in to attenuation storage and long term storage components with 

the latter used to prevent discharge to Bishop Dike during peak fluvial flow conditions.  

Pollution Control  

8.19 Although site layout is unfixed, the indicative plan in Appendix B shows that roof water 

(requiring one treatment stage) passes through a swale and in to a detention pond (two 

treatment stages), whilst permeable construction used for private hardstanding areas affords 

a third treatment stage. 

Designing for Exceedence 

8.20 As part of the approval of reserved matters application, provisions should be made within the 

site layout design for overland flow routes to be used in instances of drainage system 

exceedance and failure. In accordance with the guidance contained within CIRIA report C635 

‘Designing for exceedance in urban drainage - good practice’ the indicative site plan contained 

within Appendix D of this report includes notional drainage exceedance flow routes. It is 

important to note that with site layout a reserved matter, the exceedance routes shown are 

purely illustrative based upon the indicative site layout vs site topography. 
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Highway Drainage  

8.21 Provisions have been made within the indicative onsite SuDS to accommodate surface water 

runoff from the public highway. The highway drainage design will however require formal 

agreement from the Highway Authority (also NYCC) opposed to the LLFA.  

Climate Change 

8.22 In accordance with the NYCC SuDS Design Guidance an allowance of 30% has been used for 

the indicative drainage strategy which is contained within this report. 

Urban Creep  

8.23 Due to the site layout being unfixed, the submitted runoff rate and storage estimates are 

based on notional estimates of the percentage area of the site which will be developed. 

Comparison of the estimated developed area against the indicative site layout plan shows that 

the catchment considered in the FRA is more than 10% larger than the footprint which is 

shown on the plan. Again specific developed area cannot be fixed at the outline application 

stage where all matters are reserved. 

Maintenance 

8.24 It is prudent as part of the planning application to consider the future maintenance and 

operation of SuDS, including continued realisation of any non-drainage related benefits such 

as visual amenity. Proposals should also include details of the minimum standard of 

maintenance that is required for the SuDS to remain operable at the required design standard. 

Details of how the maintenance is to be funded, without unfair requirements on householders 

or occupiers, must also be provided.  

8.25 Options for Future Maintenance Approval of applications are in part subject to the adequacy 

of plans for the future maintenance of the surface water drainage system. The developer is 

responsible for ensuring that full instructions for maintenance, along with the details of any 

parts that may need to be replaced, are provided to the appropriate person(s). The developer 

is also responsible for ensuring that responsibility for maintenance covers the full life of the 

development and will maintain SuDS so they operate to the designed standards. 
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8.26 Developer Maintenance; because the proposals are for residential dwellings which it is 

anticipated would be sold on a freehold basis, it is improbable that the developer/current site 

owner will be in a position to undertake maintenance of SuDS in perpetuity. Should the 

developer wish to retain responsibility for the maintenance of SuDS, the Local Authority would 

require details of how this future maintenance is to be funded without imposing unfair 

charges on owners/occupiers in the associated planning application.  

8.27 Service Management Companies; Responsibility for maintenance of drainage systems could 

be subcontracted and included within the responsibilities of a service management company, 

as is often the case for the management of public spaces within new developments. Funding 

for SuDS maintenance would be included within the regular maintenance fees payable by the 

owners/occupiers. The developer is responsible for demonstrating that there is a binding 

requirement on owners/occupiers to pay the required fee, common for provision of an 

agreement to be secured by planning condition. It is probable a service management would 

be most suitable SuDS in this development.  

8.28 Water and Sewage Companies; It is possible that the developer may be able to enter into 

agreement with Yorkshire Water for this body to adopt/ take ownership of drainage assets in 

their capacity as drainage undertaker. This could also involve the water company building the 

drainage system or elements of it, funded by the developer. As a water company asset, 

maintenance costs would be covered by the surface water charge element of water bills across 

the water company region. At this stage, although it is considered that Yorkshire Water may 

very well be prepared to adopt the below ground pipework in to their maintained sewer 

network, fixtures such as rainwater harvesting, pervious pavements and green SuDS are 

unlikely to be acceptable features for adoption. Adoption of SuDS infrastructure by Yorkshire 

Water is deemed an unlikely prospect.  

8.29 The provision of the final maintenance schedule will in the be reliant on the type of SuDS 

incorporated in to the scheme, and subsequently matters such as route of drainage and legal 

agreement for maintenance funding in perpetuity. The provision of a detailed SuDS 

management schedule should be secured through planning condition.  
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9.0 Conclusion 

9.1 The proposed development would seek to erect a new residential development on land to the 

south of the A162 public highway in Sherburn in Elmet, North Yorkshire. The proposed 

development is classified as ‘more vulnerable’ development to flooding as defined by the 

National Planning Policy Framework, which is an increase in the flood risk vulnerability of the 

site compared to the pre-development ‘water compatible’ use. 

9.2 The site predominantly lies within an area of Flood Zone 2 the medium probability fluvial flood 

risk area. The risk of flooding from surface water, groundwater and reservoirs is identified as 

a low risk. Flood resistant design proposals will ensure that all habitable space is located above 

the surrounding fluvial floodplain. 

9.3 Although the final surface water drainage design would need to be agreed with the statutory 

consultees prior to commencement on the site, at this stage it appears that the use of above 

ground Sustainable Drainage Systems would be the most appropriate means of surface water 

disposal. Potential future failure of drainage assets has been addressed through the creation 

of notional overland flow routes which would direct exceedance flow away from buildings. 

9.4 The proposal meets the objectives of the National Planning Policy Framework for new 

developments of over 1 hectare and more vulnerable development within flood zone 2. The 

proposal should be granted planning permission from a flood risk/drainage perspective.    
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    Data:-

FSR Hydrology:-

Location      = Sherburn In Elmet Grid reference = SE5033

M5-60 (mm)    =  19 r              = 0.38

Soil index    = 0.45 SAAR (mm/yr)   =  650

Return period =  100 WRAP           = 4

UCWI           = 66.4

Clayey, or loamy over clayey soils with an impermeable layer at shallow depth.

Runoff factor (RF)  = 79.0, calculated from:-

       Runoff factor = (0.829*PIMP)+(25*SOIL)+(0.078*UCWI)-20.7

       where

       PIMP = Impervious Area*100/(Impervious Area+Pervious Area)

       UCWI = Calculated value for Wetness Index

    Design data:-

Imperv. area        = 10000 m² Pervious area         = 0 m²

Total area (TA)     = 10000 m² Equiv area            = 7900 m² (TA x RF).

Discharge to drain  = 1.400 l/s Areal reduction factor = 0.972

Additional flow     = 0.00 l/s Climate change factor  = 30

    Calculated data:-

Time to max       = 2040.0 mins Calculated storage volume = 712.5 m³

Rainfall at max   = 3.29 mm/hr Discharge rate per Ha     = 1.40 l/s/Ha

Pipeline storage  = 0.0 m³ Available MH storage      = 0.0 m³

Offline storage   = 0.0 m³

Rainfall intensities calculated using the Wallingford Procedure

    Storage lengths for initial calculation (x 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 or 1.5 as above if required) :-

   Diam       Len    Diam       Len      Ovoid         Len         Box culvert    Len

    100   90739.9    1125     717.0   400 x  600    3958.5           500 x 500  2850.1

    150   40328.8    1200     630.1   600 x  900    1723.6           500 x 750  1900.1

    225   17923.9    1275     558.2   800 x 1200     969.4          500 x 1000  1425.1

    300   10082.2    1350     497.9          750 x 1000   950.0

    375    6452.6    1425     446.9          750 x 1200   791.7

    450    4481.0    1500     403.3          750 x 1500   633.4

    525    3292.1    1575     365.8         1000 x 1000   712.5

    600    2520.6    1650     333.3         1000 x 1200   593.8

    675    1991.5    1725     304.9         1000 x 1500   475.0

    750    1613.2    1800     280.1         1000 x 1800   395.9

    825    1333.2    1875     258.1         1000 x 2000   356.3

    900    1120.2    1950     238.6         1500 x 1500   316.7

    975     954.5    2025     221.3         1500 x 1800   263.9

   1050     823.0    2100     205.8         1500 x 2000   237.5
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    Data:-

             Time            Rain           Inflow           Outflow          Balance

            (mins)           mm/hr           (m3)              (m3)             (m3)

               40             65.0          343.184            3.360          339.824

               80             41.0          426.732            6.720          420.012

              120             30.0          477.625           10.080          467.545

              160             24.0          514.243           13.440          500.803

              200             21.0          542.658           16.800          525.858

              240             18.0          565.690           20.160          545.530

              280             16.0          584.894           23.520          561.374

              320             14.0          601.745           26.880          574.865

              360             13.0          617.605           30.240          587.365

              400             12.0          632.021           33.600          598.421

              440             11.0          645.249           36.960          608.289

              480             10.0          657.483           40.320          617.163

              520             10.0          668.872           43.680          625.192

              560              9.0          679.533           47.040          632.493

              600              9.0          689.559           50.400          639.159

              640              8.0          699.026           53.760          645.266

              680              8.0          707.997           57.120          650.878

              720              8.0          716.526           60.480          656.046

              760              7.0          724.655           63.840          660.815

              800              7.0          732.424           67.200          665.224

              840              7.0          739.865           70.560          669.305

              880              6.0          747.007           73.920          673.087

              920              6.0          753.873           77.280          676.593

              960              6.0          760.485           80.640          679.845

             1000              6.0          766.864           84.000          682.864

             1040              6.0          773.025           87.360          685.665

             1080              5.0          778.985           90.720          688.265

             1120              5.0          784.756           94.080          690.676

             1160              5.0          790.350           97.440          692.910

             1200              5.0          795.780          100.800          694.980

             1240              5.0          801.055          104.160          696.895

             1280              5.0          806.183          107.520          698.663

             1320              5.0          811.174          110.880          700.294

             1360              5.0          816.035          114.240          701.795

             1400              4.0          820.773          117.600          703.173

             1440              4.0          825.394          120.960          704.434

             1480              4.0          829.905          124.320          705.585

             1520              4.0          834.310          127.680          706.630

             1560              4.0          838.615          131.040          707.575

             1600              4.0          842.825          134.400          708.425

             1640              4.0          846.944          137.760          709.184

             1680              4.0          850.975          141.120          709.855

             1720              4.0          854.923          144.480          710.443

             1760              4.0          858.792          147.840          710.952

             1800              4.0          862.584          151.200          711.384

             1840              4.0          866.303          154.560          711.743

             1880              4.0          869.951          157.920          712.031

             1920              3.0          873.532          161.280          712.252

             1960              3.0          877.048          164.640          712.408

             2000              3.0          880.502          168.000          712.502

             2040              3.0          883.895          171.360          712.535

             2080              3.0          887.230          174.720          712.510

             2120              3.0          890.509          178.080          712.429

             2160              3.0          893.734          181.440          712.294

             2200              3.0          896.906          184.800          712.106

             2240              3.0          900.028          188.160          711.868

             2280              3.0          903.101          191.520          711.581

             2320              3.0          906.127          194.880          711.247

             2360              3.0          909.107          198.240          710.867

             2400              3.0          912.043          201.600          710.443

Storage volume (m³) = 712.5 m³
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Explanatory notes for Peak Flow Storage

1) This system uses the rainfall intensity/ duration curve calculated using either the Wallingford or FEH method

    as selected.

2) The balance is calculated from the inflow minus the outflow.

3) The storage volume is the maximum value of the balance curve.

4) This method was described by Davis (1963) - see Butler & Davies, 2nd edition, p294

5) References to 'storm duration' relate only to the hydrograph method (qv).

6) There are always 600 steps in the calculation process, thus a 'run' time of 10 hours will be sampled every minute,

Explanatory notes for Hydrograph Storage

1) The user has the choice of Summer or Winter curves

2) The mean intensity varies with the duration of the storm curve

3) There are always 120 steps in the calculation process, irrespective of storm duration.

4) The balance is calculated from the inflow minus the outflow.

5) The storage volume is the sum of the balance values for each step.

6) Varying durations should be tried to find the maximum storage value - this can be narrowed down very closely.

*Modelling using the flow characteristics of the restrictor is available using Vortex Control modelling function.

Please be aware that this function needs the full design data file to function.

Why do the two methods give different results?

The rainfall characteristics for each method are very different.

The Peak flow (using the Intensity/Duration/Frequency curve) does not model the actual rainfall. This curve is joined

points which represent the mean  intensity of a storm at a given duration i.e. a value of 19.5 mm/hr for a 60 minute

storm indicates that over the sixty minute period, the mean intensity was 19.5 mm/hr. The calculation method samples

the IDF curve for a given location and frequency (Return Period) and calculates the storage for that rate and duration

less the outflow volume. The maximum value is displayed as the 'worst case' storage.

The hydrograph method uses a standard curve for either Winter or Summer storms. Traditionally these are symmetrical

about the central peak. UK rainfall does  not fit into this convenient curve, so the calculations are dealing with a

stylised set of data. The mean intensity for the storm is calculated from the IDF curve and applied to the curve data,

calculating the storage for that step less the outflow volume. The final storage volume is the sum of the storage for

all the steps.

It can be seen that these two methods are very different, and the user may have the choice of which result to use.

This is not an exact science, though is often treated as such by those that do not understand the principles of the

calculations.
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Serial storage volumes for Sherburn In Elmet against time - years on lin/log scale

Return period - years

Permeable area drained  = 0.00 m2

Impermeable area drained= 10000.00 m2

Total discharge rate= 1.4 l/s
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    Data:-

FSR Hydrology:-

Location      = Sherburn In Elmet Grid reference = SE5033

M5-60 (mm)    =  19 r              = 0.38

Soil index    = 0.45 SAAR (mm/yr)   =  650

Return period =  100 WRAP           = 4

UCWI           = 66.4

Clayey, or loamy over clayey soils with an impermeable layer at shallow depth.

Runoff factor (RF)  = 79.0, calculated from:-

       Runoff factor = (0.829*PIMP)+(25*SOIL)+(0.078*UCWI)-20.7

       where

       PIMP = Impervious Area*100/(Impervious Area+Pervious Area)

       UCWI = Calculated value for Wetness Index

    Design data:-

Imperv. area        = 6000 m² Pervious area         = 0 m²

Total area (TA)     = 6000 m² Equiv area            = 4740 m² (TA x RF).

Discharge to drain  = 0.850 l/s Areal reduction factor = 0.976

Additional flow     = 0.00 l/s Climate change factor  = 30

    Calculated data:-

Time to max       = 2048.0 mins Calculated storage volume = 428.8 m³

Rainfall at max   = 3.30 mm/hr Discharge rate per Ha     = 1.42 l/s/Ha

Pipeline storage  = 0.0 m³ Available MH storage      = 0.0 m³

Offline storage   = 0.0 m³

Rainfall intensities calculated using the Wallingford Procedure

    Storage lengths for initial calculation (x 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 or 1.5 as above if required) :-

   Diam       Len    Diam       Len      Ovoid         Len         Box culvert    Len

    100   54602.8    1125     431.4   400 x  600    2382.0           500 x 500  1715.1

    150   24267.9    1200     379.2   600 x  900    1037.2           500 x 750  1143.4

    225   10785.7    1275     335.9   800 x 1200     583.3          500 x 1000   857.5

    300    6067.0    1350     299.6          750 x 1000   571.7

    375    3882.9    1425     268.9          750 x 1200   476.4

    450    2696.4    1500     242.7          750 x 1500   381.1

    525    1981.1    1575     220.1         1000 x 1000   428.8

    600    1516.7    1650     200.6         1000 x 1200   357.3

    675    1198.4    1725     183.5         1000 x 1500   285.8

    750     970.7    1800     168.5         1000 x 1800   238.2

    825     802.2    1875     155.3         1000 x 2000   214.4

    900     674.1    1950     143.6         1500 x 1500   190.6

    975     574.4    2025     133.2         1500 x 1800   158.8

   1050     495.3    2100     123.8         1500 x 2000   142.9
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    Data:-

             Time            Rain           Inflow           Outflow          Balance

            (mins)           mm/hr           (m3)              (m3)             (m3)

               40             65.0          206.139            2.040          204.099

               80             41.0          256.405            4.080          252.325

              120             30.0          287.049            6.120          280.929

              160             24.0          309.112            8.160          300.952

              200             21.0          326.243           10.200          316.043

              240             18.0          340.136           12.240          327.896

              280             16.0          351.726           14.280          337.446

              320             14.0          361.900           16.320          345.580

              360             13.0          371.477           18.360          353.117

              400             12.0          380.184           20.400          359.784

              440             11.0          388.177           22.440          365.737

              480             10.0          395.571           24.480          371.091

              520             10.0          402.456           26.520          375.936

              560              9.0          408.902           28.560          380.342

              600              9.0          414.965           30.600          384.365

              640              8.0          420.692           32.640          388.052

              680              8.0          426.121           34.680          391.441

              720              8.0          431.282           36.720          394.562

              760              7.0          436.203           38.760          397.443

              800              7.0          440.906           40.800          400.106

              840              7.0          445.412           42.840          402.572

              880              6.0          449.737           44.880          404.857

              920              6.0          453.896           46.920          406.976

              960              6.0          457.903           48.960          408.943

             1000              6.0          461.768           51.000          410.768

             1040              6.0          465.502           53.040          412.462

             1080              5.0          469.114           55.080          414.034

             1120              5.0          472.613           57.120          415.493

             1160              5.0          476.005           59.160          416.845

             1200              5.0          479.298           61.200          418.098

             1240              5.0          482.497           63.240          419.257

             1280              5.0          485.608           65.280          420.328

             1320              5.0          488.636           67.320          421.316

             1360              5.0          491.586           69.360          422.226

             1400              4.0          494.461           71.400          423.061

             1440              4.0          497.266           73.440          423.826

             1480              4.0          500.005           75.480          424.525

             1520              4.0          502.679           77.520          425.159

             1560              4.0          505.293           79.560          425.733

             1600              4.0          507.850           81.600          426.250

             1640              4.0          510.351           83.640          426.711

             1680              4.0          512.800           85.680          427.120

             1720              4.0          515.199           87.720          427.479

             1760              4.0          517.549           89.760          427.789

             1800              4.0          519.853           91.800          428.053

             1840              4.0          522.113           93.840          428.273

             1880              4.0          524.331           95.880          428.451

             1920              3.0          526.508           97.920          428.588

             1960              3.0          528.645           99.960          428.685

             2000              3.0          530.745          102.000          428.745

             2040              3.0          532.808          104.040          428.768

             2080              3.0          534.836          106.080          428.756

             2120              3.0          536.831          108.120          428.711

             2160              3.0          538.792          110.160          428.632

             2200              3.0          540.722          112.200          428.522

             2240              3.0          542.622          114.240          428.382

             2280              3.0          544.492          116.280          428.212

             2320              3.0          546.333          118.320          428.013

             2360              3.0          548.147          120.360          427.787

             2400              3.0          549.934          122.400          427.534

Storage volume (m³) = 428.8 m³
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Explanatory notes for Peak Flow Storage

1) This system uses the rainfall intensity/ duration curve calculated using either the Wallingford or FEH method

    as selected.

2) The balance is calculated from the inflow minus the outflow.

3) The storage volume is the maximum value of the balance curve.

4) This method was described by Davis (1963) - see Butler & Davies, 2nd edition, p294

5) References to 'storm duration' relate only to the hydrograph method (qv).

6) There are always 600 steps in the calculation process, thus a 'run' time of 10 hours will be sampled every minute,

Explanatory notes for Hydrograph Storage

1) The user has the choice of Summer or Winter curves

2) The mean intensity varies with the duration of the storm curve

3) There are always 120 steps in the calculation process, irrespective of storm duration.

4) The balance is calculated from the inflow minus the outflow.

5) The storage volume is the sum of the balance values for each step.

6) Varying durations should be tried to find the maximum storage value - this can be narrowed down very closely.

*Modelling using the flow characteristics of the restrictor is available using Vortex Control modelling function.

Please be aware that this function needs the full design data file to function.

Why do the two methods give different results?

The rainfall characteristics for each method are very different.

The Peak flow (using the Intensity/Duration/Frequency curve) does not model the actual rainfall. This curve is joined

points which represent the mean  intensity of a storm at a given duration i.e. a value of 19.5 mm/hr for a 60 minute

storm indicates that over the sixty minute period, the mean intensity was 19.5 mm/hr. The calculation method samples

the IDF curve for a given location and frequency (Return Period) and calculates the storage for that rate and duration

less the outflow volume. The maximum value is displayed as the 'worst case' storage.

The hydrograph method uses a standard curve for either Winter or Summer storms. Traditionally these are symmetrical

about the central peak. UK rainfall does  not fit into this convenient curve, so the calculations are dealing with a

stylised set of data. The mean intensity for the storm is calculated from the IDF curve and applied to the curve data,

calculating the storage for that step less the outflow volume. The final storage volume is the sum of the storage for

all the steps.

It can be seen that these two methods are very different, and the user may have the choice of which result to use.

This is not an exact science, though is often treated as such by those that do not understand the principles of the

calculations.
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Serial storage volumes for Sherburn In Elmet against time - years on lin/log scale

Return period - years

Permeable area drained  = 0.00 m2

Impermeable area drained= 6000.00 m2

Total discharge rate= 0.9 l/s
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Storage volumes for Sherburn In Elmet against varying discharge rates

Design discharge rate= 0.9 

Upper scale = Discharge rate - l/s

Lower scale = Outlet flow rate - l/s/Ha
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    Hydrological Data:-
FSR Hydrology:-
Location      = Sherburn In Elmet Grid reference = SE5033
M5-60 (mm)    =  19 r              = 0.38
Soil runoff   = 0.45 SAAR (mm/yr)   =  650
WRAP          =  4 Area = England & Wales
Hydrological area = 3 Hydrological zone = 8

Soil classification for WRAP type  4
Clayey, or loamy over clayey soils with an impermeable layer at shallow depth.

    Design data:-

Area = 0.01 Km²    -    1.0 Ha    -    10000 m²

    Calculation method:-

Runoff is calculated from:-

            Q
BAR(rural)

 = 0.00108 AREA0.89 . SAAR1.17 . SOIL2.17

where
       AREA   = Site area in Km²
       SAAR   = Standard Average Annual Rainfall (mm/yr)
       SOIL   = Soil value derived from Winter Rainfall Acceptance Potential

             Q
BAR(rural)

 = Runoff (cumecs)

             Q
BAR(rural)

 is then multiplied by a growth factor - GC(T) - for different storm
             return periods derived from EA publication W5-074/A.

    Calculated data:-

For areas less than 50Ha, a modified calculation which multiplies
the 50Ha runoff value by the ratio of the site area to 50Ha is used

Reducing factor used for these calculations is 0.020

             Mean Annual Peak Flow Q
BAR(rural)

 = 4.03 l/s
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      Values for Q
BAR(rural)

Ret. per.      m³/hr       l/s       l/s/ha Ret. per.      m³/hr       l/s       l/s/ha
1yr     12.326      3.424      3.424 100yr     30.454      8.459      8.459
2yr     13.632      3.787      3.787 100yr+20%     36.544     10.151     10.151
5yr     17.547      4.874      4.874 100yr+30%     39.590     10.997     10.997
10yr     21.027      5.841      5.841 200yr     34.804      9.668      9.668
30yr     24.363      6.767      6.767 500yr     39.590     10.997     10.997
50yr     27.553      7.654      7.654 1000yr     44.085     12.246     12.246

    Growth factors -
    1yr      2yr      5yr     10yr     30yr     50yr    100yr    200yr    500yr   1000yr
   0.85     0.94     1.21     1.45     1.68     1.90     2.10     2.40     2.73     3.04

The above is based on the Institute of Hydrology Report 124
to which you are referred for further details (see Sect 7).

Note that the 200 and above year growth curves were taken from W5-074.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX D 

INDICATIVE DRAINAGE LAYOUT AND DRAINAGE EXCEEDANCE FLOW ROUTES 
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